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Six search words from random word generator, I know the words since start of session. 

Milk Pipe Desktop Butter Shirt Tailor Bird

There is a flat white or blue solid square tile at some elevation high up on the left side. There is a red 
straw or... pipe going down from it on the front. We appear to be in a kitchen, it feels like a kitchen. 
We can fall down to the floor below, the floor below has white and blue checkered pattern of tiles. 
But we have to be up here on the top tile above. I have also drawn that there are walls so we are in 
a room. 

All the initial elements - except the straw - are similar to each other. 

12:22 noon Secondary stage

The red element comes forth again as an initial element before probing. I will probe the red element 
first. It goes upward, its most important part is on the top tile. Something flows down into the red 
pipe from the top. Hot OR cold can flow down into the pipe, it is as if it can vary so that it is one or 
the other. 

Probe top tile: It is part of the blue and white checkered floor tiles on the bottom so we suspect a 
dislocation. But this tile in particular - which is white now I see it, the top tile - is an elevated or 
shown tile from the rest. The red is right on it but the red pipe goes down in the vertical plane, the 
top tile is in the horisontal plane. I try to push the top tile downward and it won't go downward it is 
hard in place. Underneath the top tile is earth, soil. The top tile continues toward the back along its 
horisontal plane and does not stop there as air. 

Ok that is about the amount of probing consistent with other targets in these sets. 

12:28 noon End RV. 

If someone was really squinting, they might see the blue and white, but judging from my past 
performance in RV in general this is not the kind of quality of work that would be expected of me or 
of my initial elements. The floor is there though, as the paved path, but we are outdoors not 
indoors. The earth soil is good. There is no red pipe. I did not detect the human lifeform or the 
clothes and he should be the central element. I did not detect the trees. However we must 
remember the procedure is to do initial stage and only a little bit of probing. With further probing I 



might have detected more additional central elements as secondary elements, I did find the earth 
soil under the tiles when I did secondary stage probing. 

Well if I do not rush too fast, there is the line and two walls in the background just as I drew. If I 
were to count points off for the things we expected that I did not include, we would hold it against it 
that I did not see the human or the clothes or those vertical lamps or the grass or trees or outdoors, 
but I did have the flat paved path and the walls and the line where the two walls meet. When I 
probed the red straw pipe I sensed it to be open on the top and that cold or hot could flow through 
it, since there is no such element or no such red element in particular on the target image we can 
suspect or know this to be from "logic" meaning did logic use the known search words "milk" and 
"pipe" to think of a straw with which one drinks milk, and did milk and straw remind logic of 
kitchen? Logic is there for us to piece together concepts into understanding, yet this is an 
experimental procedure where we explore those things in RV. 

The paved path is not checkered, but there is significant blue and white color in that area, and we 
are judging only based on initial stage plus a little bit of probing. It is at least a C but is it as good as a 
B? If I were doing normal real sessions then the grades would have more requirements, but here we 
only do initial and a bit of secondary so the expectations are only up to the maximum of what that 
amount of work can acchieve. I will give it only a C, and that is because there is no checkered blue 
and white tile floor and no red pipe and so forth. It is a bit better than a C but not quite as good as a 
B, somewhere right in the middle. Grade C, or no, for reasons I cannot quite justify in writing I will 
give this session a B. 

"Tailor Bird" is meant as one word. 

Image source https://stories.butler.edu/topics/campus/popularity
Image link https://stories.butler.edu/sites/default/files/styles/focus_style/public/abiodun.jpg?itok=
5-O58L2w

12:38 noon End session. 


